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friend put their hearts into its construction. 

Get the story on Joe's bike and collaboration he formed with
John the Painter that resulted in the sweet ride pictured here. It's
right here, in this issue of IronWorks.
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One too many wrecks on the dirt bike circuit forced Jamie Dyke-
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Iam touched. This is not necessarily news
to the people that know me. I don’t know
if it is coming home from a long month

of travelling around from Daytona to Cali-
fornia to Minnesota in less than 30 days,
but I am appreciating home more than
usual and feeling thankful.

Just recently I’ve seen first hand how
generous people of the V-Twin persua-
sion can be when it comes to reaching
out and touching someone they don’t re-
ally know, lending them a hand, a shoul-
der, a bit of advice. I can’t get specific
because people can’t be named, but suf-
fice it to say I saw a friend really lean for-
ward and help someone he didn’t know
(who just happened to be another friend
of mine,) so selflessly, honestly and com-
pletely–I was just proud to know both the
guy who had lent a hand as well as the
guy who needed help and sought it. 

This is the good stuff of life and it
makes me happy and proud of both of
these characters. All the players involved
in this story are bikeriders and all people
involved recognized that the actual world
of dedicated V-Twin pilots is relatively
small and so, not surprisingly, once
name-dropping commenced all parties re-
alized they knew the same set of charac-
ters. Small world, reach out and
touch someone, it makes a dif-
ference, and it helps.

Another thing that touched me
recently was the excellent turnout
at the Donnie Smith Show and
Chopper Class Challenge, held in
St. Paul, Minnesota. There is
something plain cool about adult
teacher/enthusiasts getting kids
involved in the V-Twin passion
early in their lives. I mean, what a
leg up these young folks will have,
getting a taste of this and being
encouraged at such a young age.
Recognizing, in no specific order:
the Caledonia Build Team, Cale-
donia, MN, the New Richmond
High School Build Team, New
Richmond, WI, the Eden Jr./Sr.
High School, Eden, NY, and the
Mitchell Technical Institute,
Mitchell, SD. These are the fu-

ture of our chosen pleasure and we can’t
help but be proud. It was clear and evi-
dent; every single one of these teams did
a great job executing their vision. They all
learned valuable lessons and they had fun
doing it, and IronWorks magazine is proud
as hell to be involved.

Visiting Minnesota was brisk but my
friend and renowned illustrator/artist
Justin, taking pity, whisked me away to
Kevin Baas’s house for an evening sweat
lodge session in his small backyard work-
shop with 75+ of his biggest friends—
which kept the blood warm and the mind
entertained. Kevin is an interesting guy
who is doing some motivating things in
terms of using bikes to connect with and
engage young people. And from my van-
tage point, something seems to be work-
ing because all of the young folks I met
throughout the weekend were passionate,
knowledgeable and thankful—really on
point. I liked visiting Minnesnow-ta; next
time, though, it will be on two wheels
when the temps aren’t so…hmmm…small!

Other Business

Please notice we’ve added a new fea-
ture to IronWorks’ pages, the IronWorks
Eye. The Eye celebrates the V-Twin riding
experience, featuring one image per
issue captured by both well known as

well as up and coming photographic tal-
ents. A showcase of sorts, it is a place
we can celebrate the one thing we all
love—riding. I hope you like the idea.
Razor blade out these images from each
issue and frame ‘em!

Tech Sheets

Okay, I get it; people want tech sheets,
they want lists of parts. I don’t get much
mail from our shy subscribers, but when
you want something – you tend to peep
up. I’ve heard about this often enough to
do something about it. It will take a little
bit for us (me, really) to figure out how to
do it a better way, but we will. Suffice it to
say, I hear you, let me work on it.

Up and Coming

We’ve got some really solid bike fea-
tures and builders teed up for future is-
sues. Through some introductions and
travel, I met some really solid, talented
builders who are doing some notable
work. I am psyched to be working with
them to help tell their stories and show
their machines.

Stay tuned and stay on two wheels!

Stephen Berner
Steveb@steveb.biz
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Story and photos by Stephen Berner

1969 is the year it says on the birth
certificate. Destroyed cases, phoenix
from the ashes, bits and pieces and

broken parts—the long and short of it.
We could leave it at that and Eddie’d be
good with it.

But I deliver this machine to you as
much because of its striking appearance
and spotty lineage, but also because the
man who constructed it is a friend, a

cool cat, and an interesting anomaly.
Eddie McGarry, by virtue of having suc-
cessfully survived a youth in NYC spent
on bikes and playing in bands, finds him-
self in the discomforting spot of having
earned his OG stripes. Been seeing that
a lot lately; formerly young wild guys
who’ve crossed over the bridge of sighs,
now finding themselves icons of a lifestyle
that has nothing to do with fashion. Just
desserts, some might say, or maybe it’s
justice.

The idea of skippering a Big Twin ap-
pealed to Eddie from thrashing around on
Brit bikes for many years and paying dues
on these lighter, underpowered machines.
The concept of being able to maintain 70-
80 mph on modern highways without get-
ting soundly massaged appealed to our
protagonist and he knew a bigger bike was
going to be in his future. But there was
the small matter of resources—or rather,
lack of them. Our favorite brand of two-
wheeler expects you to be well heeled or
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Eddie McGarry Rolls in Style
A machine that reflects its maker’s mark
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crafty and with some resources to bring
to the table. Eddie is of the crafty variety
of owner, and knows if you don’t have the
cake, you’d best find the time.

Brit breakdowns aplenty, earning bones
all the while, collecting stories by the buck-
et and living a NY musician’s lifestyle
(dream, some might call it,) all influenced
Eddie’s view of what his bike was eventual-
ly going to look like and what feats it’d be
able to perform.  

Bits, pieces, castoffs (shit people threw
away, Eddie relates,) and junk; collecting
parts for this machine took some time
and some dedication. Eddie knew how he
wanted the bike to look from the outset.
Appearance was not a prime directive,
rather a result of following through on
choices and karmic philosophy—patina
earned, not applied.

Influences from the ‘40s to the ‘60s.
Eddie digs what that period of time was
about and this machine personifies that
era in true blue fashion. This, friends, is a
bobber of the “Order of the Real Deal.”
School is in, so pay attention hipsters and
fashionistas. Mostly H-D parts make up
the machine you see here, liberally sprin-
kled with a blue-collar crafty sense of
taste, budget, and humor.

Get on and go, this machine—a road
warrior from Brooklyn NYC—is road ready
and can split on a moment’s notice, see-
ing road time without the comfort of a
“pick me up; my junk broke” safety net call-
ing card. No cleared paint job or taped off
flames, no trends, nothing fancy. Like Joe
Friday said, just the facts.

Doing it on the cheap wasn’t the goal
but Eddie lives a workingman’s life and

everything he does is kind of, well, on the
cheap. No frills kind of guy, he has what
he needs, and this bike wears that badge
proudly. He’s got his machine, he put it to-
gether, and he did it his way, the NYC
way. Got a problem with that? I didn’t
think so. Move on, shiesta.

Being on the balls of your ass more
than once can keep you focused on what
is important. A solid running machine that
can take you anywhere on a moment’s no-
tice; that’s what’s important.  No frilly six-
gun grips or billet footpegs. How about a
comfy seat?

Originally there was a Knuckle motor
for the special spot in this frame. But
challenges with Mom’s health necessitat-
ed Eddie selling the motor for much
needed cash to pay bills. One step for-
ward, one step back. You do what ya
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gotta do. March on, look ahead, family
first.

Get a part, buy a part, make a part, sell
a part… the circle of life and, ironically, of
bike building. Getting by with what you
have, bartering and paying cash, are char-
acteristics of a commercial karma sadly
foreign to most of our culture, but it is the
walk Eddie walks. Rigids rule and tank
shifts are the preferred method of chang-
ing it up.

Twelve years, that’s how long putting
this bike together took. Chew on that
friends—12 years. Talk about persistence.
Two Sportsters, a BSA, and a Triumph
were the bikes that Eddie went through
while on this Big Twin journey.

Working with his friend, Indian Larry
Desmedt, Eddie’s aesthetic values couldn’t
be more different than Larry’s, but at the

same time in perfect alignment. Larry
liked the shiny and clean, Eddie liked the
earned finish of life’s patina. One can only
wonder what Larry thought watching Eddie
assemble and collect the parts for this
machine. 

Having the chopper shaman’s expertise
close at hand got the flywheels balanced
and the lower end assembled and his
handiwork spins true years later, powering
his good friend’s machine. This final as-
sembly was happening at the same time
that the infamous Chain of Mystery bike
got built. There was a lot going on in the
Indian Larry shop with TV crews, editors,
writers, photographers and all manner of
hangers-on showing up to be entertained.
It was, in a word, nutty.

Larry wanted to try some new lower
end balancing ideas that had been brew-

ing in his bonnet and Eddie let him go for
it. Years later Larry’s ideas have proven
themselves rock solid. An instance where
Eddie had to push back on his friend and
burgeoning media celebrity was when it
came time to pick the ignition setup for
the machine. Larry, as was his style, fa-
vored a big, polished super honking chop-
per magneto unit and, well, Eddie didn’t.
Score one for the Dyna S contingent; relia-
bility and keeping it on the down low won
out. The blingy mag found a home on an-
other machine.

Twelve years in collecting the parts,
chipping away at it, chipping away at it.
Can you imagine how it must have felt to
finally fire the kick-only machine? As Eddie
relates: there was nothing in the world
that sounded like it, or as good. 

The machine has been on the road, to-
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gether since 2004, seven solid years of
road time. The bike is just where Eddie
wants it; the only thing that he might
change is installing a 6-in-a-4. The bike is
geared low for cruising speed on the high-
way. It’d be nice to have the fancy trans, but
it isn’t mission critical. It’s a bunch of cake.

What’s next, you might ask Eddie? In a
word, nothing. This bike is done. It is ex-
actly how he wants it. Now his goal is to
find the time to wear it out. The parts that
wear out, the places the machine goes, all
add to the experiences Eddie is looking for
when he’s on the move. There is nothing
he can’t repair on this machine; there isn’t
a part that his hands haven’t tweaked to
both fit and work properly. This is what we
call owner engagement at IronWorks!

This machine will tell Eddie what it
wants; the plan is to listen and to refine it
as time goes on, but really it is done. And
now it’s got a job to do—to take Eddie on
adventures, both hither and yon. There is
nothing not to love about this bike: it’s
true to its owner’s vision, it is reliable as
the day is long, and it’s all Harley.

How cool is that? IW
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